Deep brain stimulation for tremor resulting from acquired brain injury
H
Introduction
Tremor is a debilitating comorbidity which can develop following acquired brain injury (ABI) 1, 2 . There is well-established evidence for the efficacy of thalamic deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the treatment of tremor, particularly in PD and ET 3 . The standard electrode target is the ventralis intermedius (Vim) thalamic nucleus.
DBS is also effective for treating more complex tremor syndromes such as those associated with MS [3] [4] [5] . For complex tremor syndromes, often with proximal and distal components, DBS targeted to the ventro-oralis posterior (Vop)/zona incerta (ZI) has shown good efficacy 6 . This is explained by the fact that in Vop/ZI DBS, the electrode is sited in such a way that it traverses both areas, and stimulation can be adjusted to blend the effects of Vop stimulation, which tends to target proximal tremor, and ZI stimulation, effective for distal tremor.
Like MS tremor, post-ABI tremor is a highly variable syndrome, with heterogenous patterns of neural damage producing complex movements composed of distal and proximal components. Positive results have been reported from trials of DBS for post-ABI tremor [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , but mostly in the form of case reports and small series. Here we report surgical experience and follow-up of a series of 8 patients diagnosed with post-ABI tremor resulting from acquired brain injury (ABI) and treated with DBS to the contralateral Vop/ZI. To the authors' knowledge this is the largest cohort study reported to date.
Methods

Patients
A consecutive series of eight patients with post-ABI tremor underwent Vop/ZI DBS surgery.
All patients provided informed consent for the use of anonymized data in clinical research. 
Clinical Rating Scale
The severity of tremor was measured using Bain's standardized clinical rating scale for tremor 11 . Anonymized video clips of clinical assessments were digitised, randomised, and All patients also experienced some degree of functional benefit with 3 regaining the ability to write legibly and 3 more regaining the ability to hold a cup of fluid. The main side effects are summarised in table 1. In general, these were insignificant relative to the degree of clinical benefit, and were usually minimised by altering stimulation parameters.
Discussion
The results of this study provide strong evidence for the efficacy of Vop/ZI DBS in reducing the severity of unilateral post-ABI tremor. Statistically significant improvements following DBS were demonstrated across all 5 components of the Bain tremor score, evaluated in a blinded fashion by 2 consultants considered to be expert in the assessment of tremor. The strong benefits of DBS demonstrated in this study are underlined by the report of rapid tremor recurrence following IPG failure in one patient.
Tremor can be a debilitating outcome following severe head injury or stroke 1,2 , remaining chronic and refractory to medical therapy in some patients. Damage to the cerebellothalamic pathway may result in kinetic and proximal tremors, and that if damage encompasses both cerebellothalamic and nigrostriatal regions, a Holmes tremor may result 13 . All patients in our cohort experienced a kinetic or postural tremor, and Holmes' tremor was diagnosed in 6 patients (patients 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8). Damage to the cerebellum or cerebellar pathways may also result in ataxia (patients 2 and 5), which is unaffected by DBS and may be a source of remaining functional disability.
One of the remarkable features of our study is that benefit was achieved for all patients despite heterogeneity within the cohort in terms of the neuroanatomical locus of injury (Table   1) . We suggest that this may be due to the selection of Vop/ZI as the target for surgical Nevertheless, the clinical benefit demonstrated in the present cohort is compelling.
We note some limitations of our data, including different lengths of follow-up and the presence of a pre-existing thalamotomy in one patient (however, this had failed to provide lasting clinical benefit which is why the patient was considered for DBS surgery). Our assessment was limited to tremor evaluation in the experimental setting and we did not assess the effect of DBS on co-existing symptoms such as ataxia; nor did we assess chronic effects of stimulation. Future studies would also benefit from more comprehensive symptom evaluation, testing over longer durations of stimulation and more extensive quality of life and activities of daily living outcomes. Future studies would also benefit from detailed anatomical mapping of both the lesion site and electrode targets, combined with DTI analysis, to gain deeper mechanistic understanding of the stimulation effects.
Summary
Vop/ZI DBS produced a significant reduction in tremor symptoms in 8 consecutive patients treated for post-ABI tremor despite apparent heterogeneity in the underlying anatomical lesion. Our results confirm earlier reports in small case series and case reports that DBS may be an effective treatment option for post-ABI tremor 7-10 . A" B" C"
